BEER MENU
CORE BEERS
PEOPLE SKILLS
Patio Style Ale | 5.2%

Light, refreshing and tries to get along with
everybody. This smooth, lightly hopped ale offers
beautiful mouthfeel and a golden, crystal clear
appearance. It’s a real, refreshing crowd pleaser.

RED RAGE
American Red Ale | 5.6%

Roasty like coffee, toasty like fresh bread and makes
your mouth water for more. We put just enough
hops in to remind you what they’re capable of. This
ale is medium boded and easy to drink.

STAR CHEEK
West Coast IPA | 6.2%

Hoppy, bold and citrusy, yet clean and crisp.
Higher in alcohol yet still remarkably balanced.
These hops don’t smack you in the face, they
tempt you to experience their complex profile.

FLAT CAP
Stout | 5.2%

Deeply roasty and rich with a surprising presence
of hops and a beautiful, smooth, dry finish. If ever
a stout were to rock a flat cap like Jamie did, this
would be that beer!

PRAIRIE PRIDE
Wild alberta ale | 4.8%
Light and dry! It delivers spicy, wild, saison style
notes thanks to the locally captured yeast. The
visible wheat haze promises fantastic body and a
smooth mouth feel.

COW KILLA
Amber Ale | 4.8%
Named in honour of a boozy feral pig who started
a fight with a cow (true story...). Our custom
made ale for Pig & Duke is an easy drinker with
some real character.

SEASONALS
BELGIAN DIP
Belgian IPA | 6.3%
This combination of tropical mosaic and simcoe
hops tickles your tastebuds then gives way to a
subtle Belgian trappist yeast finish.

PASSION
Passionfruit Blonde | 5.4%
This refreshing blonde ale perfectly ecapsulates
the exotic flavours of passion fruit while not being
overly sweet. A crushable patio beer that is sure
to please.

PETE'S PILS
PIlsner | 4.5%
This beautifully, simple Pilsner is a perfect
representation of what life is like in the mountains.
It’s easy, flavourful, light, rewarding and it’s even
brewed with water originating from Kananaskis!

NON-ALCOHOLIC
ZERO PEOPLE SKILLS
PAtio Style Ale | 0.5%
Barley, Hops, Yeast, and Water. The definition of
beer! Still the same great ingredients. Still the same
great People Skills Patio style Ale. Still has the same
great flavour. But with zero alcohol, I guess we’d
have NO CHOICE but to call it “ZERO People Skills”!

SMALL BATCH
ASK YOUR SERVER FOR OUR CURRENT
lIST OF SMALL batch beers!!

